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The Libertine: Witches of Scotland, #2 The Jezebel Double the Trouble Caught In
The Act Cut Me Free The Office Scandal The Testament of Gideon Mack Tragic
Silence Holly's Intuition The Dragon Book of Essex Sleigh Bells in the Snow Her
Fantasy The Vineyard at Painted Moon Best Erotic Fantasy & Science Fiction
Messenger of Fear Along for the Ride Unveiling the Sorceress The Burlington Manor
Affair (Mills & Boon Spice) Sean Going Down

In order to gain passage from England to her homeland in Dundee, Margaret
Taskill, out of desperation, offers to pay Captain Roderick Cameron with her
virginity, and as their initial attraction grows into obsessive desire, seductive magic
is unleashed within her, placing them - and the crew - in great danger. Original.
Bella Harrison's had a crush on her brother's best friends since she was a teenager.
Ollie and Killian are forbidden to her—way out of bounds—and no amount of
begging is ever going to change her brother's mind. She can't go out with either of
them—let alone both. The only reason Ollie and Killian haven't made a move on
their buddy's not-so-innocent little sister is because their best friend Alex has
warned them off. But now Alex is working as an international courier and he's in
deep trouble. Ollie and Killian are at Bella's door in the middle of the night, ready
to help sort Alex's mess—and a whole lot more besides. Bella, Ollie and Killian are
locked together in a battle against time—chasing vital information across Europe to
prove Alex's innocence—while tearing down the barriers that kept the three of
them apart until now.
There was something about the new IT guy that rubbed Chrissie the wrong way,
but she couldn’t take her eyes off him. She told herself Liam O’Neil had to be the
source of the company’s security leak, and that she was observing him to get the
goods on him. But gazing at his hard, sexy body all day was getting her seriously
hot and bothered. Then an after hours confrontation gave way to breathtaking
seduction. But when Chrissie discovered Liam was not what he seemed, her
searing desire turned to humiliation, then fury. Liam had been obsessed with the
fiery little blonde from the first, and was eager for more of what they’d shared. But
getting her to listen to his explanation and give him another chance was going to
require seduction on a whole other level.
Seventeen-year-old Charlotte barely escaped from her abusive parents. Her little
brother, Sam, wasn't as lucky. Now she's trying to begin the new life she always
dreamed of for them, but never thought she'd have to experience alone. She's
hired a techie-genius with a knack for forgery to remove the last ties to her old life.
But while she can erase her former identity, she can't rid herself of the memories.
And her troubled history won't let her ignore the little girl she sees one day in the
park. The girl with the bruises and burn marks.That's when Charlotte begins to
receive the messages. Threatening notes left in her apartment--without a trace of
entry. And they're addressed to Piper, her old name. As the messages grow in
frequency, she doesn't just need to uncover who is leaving them; she needs to
stop whoever it is before anyone else she loves ends up dead.
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“Which sexual fantasy is your ultimate turn-on?” How is Anya Reid supposed to
control her desire for her gorgeous colleague, Warren McClure, when he asks
questions about her sexual fantasies on their very first date? Anya wants
Warren—and she has wanted to be more adventurous in bed for a long time—but
she never expected him to be so direct…or to correctly guess a ménage is her
secret desire. Soon Warren isn’t just talking about Anya’s fantasies, he’s making
them come true. Introducing her to his buddy Joe, a dreamy surfer-type who’s one
hell of a hunk, Warren offers Anya a sexual adventure—an opportunity to
experiment. Emotions tangle, and when news of their torrid affair breaks across
their mutual workspace the resulting scandal brings chaos and conflict to an
already fraught love-triangle. Anya is falling hopelessly in love with both her lovers,
but do Warren and Joe want a proper relationship, or are they only interested in
erotic games?
A critical success on both sides of the Atlantic, this darkly imaginative novel from
Scottish author James Robertson takes a tantalizing trip into the spiritual by way of
a haunting paranormal mystery. When Reverend Gideon Mack, a good minister
despite his atheism, tumbles into a deep ravine called the Black Jaws, he is
presumed dead. Three days later, however, he emerges bruised but alive-and
insistent that his rescuer was Satan himself. Against the background of an
incredulous world, Mack's disturbing odyssey and the tortuous life that led to it
create a mesmerizing meditation on faith, mortality, and the power of the
unknown.
When tragedy strikes Bianka Farkas she loses her friend, the use of her leg, and
something much harder to comprehend. Waking up in a hospital, Bee struggles to
remember what exactly happened the night she was hurt and lost a piece of
herself. Memories of a mysterious stranger plague her as well as bizarre changes
in herself over the next few years. Wrestling with her new, terrifying reality, Bee
finally has the chance to take her revenge but at what cost?
Holly's neighbors, Joshua and Stewart, are fit, gorgeous, and gay -- or that's what
she thinks. Then one day, after coming to his aid following an accident, she forms a
deep connection with Joshua, and subsequently becomes a psychic voyeur into his
love life with Stewart. Holly has never experienced anything so intense, erotic, and
arousing before, and despite her confusion about why this has happened to her,
she can think of little else but being in the bed with the two men. Joshua is trying
to come to terms with being gay, and he's about to announce his sexuality to his
family. But now Holly has entered the scene and he's drawn to her as well as to his
partner, Stewart. Since his accident he feels close to Holly. She calms him…and
arouses him. Sharing Stewart with her shouldn't be this much of a turn-on, but it is.
Stewart is bisexual, and his attraction to Holly is something he's been keeping
under wraps for the sake of his relationship -- until he discovers Joshua is attracted
to her as well. When they end up in a threesome, sex has never been this hot, but
Joshua is even more confused about his sexuality as a result. Then Holly confides
her psychic ability, adding a whole new dimension that none of them can ignore.
Her intuition has brought them together, but will it also tear them apart?
Deluxe Edition: Limited to 196 hand-numbered copies, full gilt-blocked goatskin,
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special endpapers, silk ribbon bookmarker, with slipcase. Fine condition New....This
substantial work expounds the sorcerous ethos and praxes of the Crooked Path
ritual system. Its contents include a cycle of ten extensive Mystery-rites, each
accompanied by adjunctive solitary rituals and detailed commentaries. Additional
texts relate the intricacies of Sabbatic ritualization, as well as an extensive body of
stellar lore and ritual.
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